Outback Tracks

**TIWI ISLANDS**
Leave the car far behind and venture across the waters to Bathurst Island to experience Tiwi Island culture with its fascinating history and unique art.

**KEEP RIVER NATIONAL PARK**
A little-visited yet rewarding detour on the way to northern WA. Keep River National Park features Aboriginal art, wildlife, short walks and stunning sandstone formations.

**VICTORIA HWY**
The Victoria Hwy travels through legendary cattle country, much of it returning to nature as national park. Detours lead off the highway and onto 4WD tracks boasting remote camps under big skies.

**RED CENTRE WAY**
Link iconic central Australia – the gorges of the MacDonnell Ranges, the gape of Kings Canyon, and the splendor of Uluru and Kata Tjuta – by taking this road less travelled.

**KAKADU & ARNHEM LAND**
You need a 4WD to explore all of Kakadu’s hidden treasures, but a select few are offered by specialist 4WD tour operators, who can also get you into Arnhem Land.

**THE GULF COAST & LIMMEN NATIONAL PARK**
Venture into little-known Limmen National Park, which can be accessed via Roper Bar or Borroloola. The big attractions here are the fishing, scenery and rough-and-ready campsites.

**DESERT TRACKS**
The famous cross-desert routes – the Birdsville, Oodnadatta and Strzelecki Tracks – should not be taken lightly. Well-prepared travellers are rewarded with pioneering history, big skies and unparalleled solitude.

**FLINDERS RANGES**
Getting off the tarmac is the best way to explore the Flinders and the only way to get into the Gammon Ranges. Experience Aboriginal heritage, mining relics and magnificent scenery.